Hair Products

Rejuvenating Shampoo
A shampoo designed to treat dry, damaged hair. It perfectly rebuilds hair and improves its elasticity, gives you the perfect moisture and shine, nourishes and deeply preserves dyed and chemically treated hair, and is free of sulfates and parabens.
800 ML | 12 KD

Deep repair Masque
Damaged and dry hair mask with macadamia and argan oil repairs and rebuilds damaged hair to improve health, shine and elasticity, provides hair with deep nourishment and perfect hydration for dry, damaged or dyed hair of all kinds.
500 GR | 15 KD

Healing Oil Treatment
B6 Organic is a treatment oil for damaged hair; it gives moisture, softness, protection and shine to your hair, and gives you intense nourishment for hair free from frizz and tangles, helps to increase the density of hair and works to treat it perfectly without any damage, and it also protects from the sun’s ultraviolet rays
100 ML | 10 KD

Organic Treatment
**BRAZILIAN ANTI FRIZZ EXCLUSIVE FORMULA**

Smoothing, shininess and softness to hair, reducing total hair volume without frizz. It contains Collagen and Omega 3 that supports hair volume. Doesn’t contain any artificial preservatives such as formaldehyde or any chemical substances.

1 Litre | 120 KD
240 ML | 35 KD

**Shampoo**

Treatment After Collagen

B6 Shampoo after hair treatment of keratin, collagen, crystal and coloring, it contains protein and vitamin B extracted from natural plants, it moisturizes and quickly repairs damaged hair, nourishes hair cells and supplies it with protein and lost water.

1000 ML | 10 KD

**Masque**

Treatment After Collagen

B6 Masque after hair treatment of keratin, collagen, crystal and coloring, it contains protein and vitamin B extracted from natural plants, it moisturizes and quickly repairs damaged hair, nourishes hair cells and supplies it with protein and lost water.

500 GM | 10 KD
**SALMON FILLER HAIR TREATMENT SET**

B6 salmon filler set to strengthen hair contains vitamins that support hair nutrition such as vitamin D, protein, omega-3 fatty acids, and vitamin B that promote hair growth by maintaining the health of the scalp and hair growth in the correct manner and solving the problems of dry hair and excessive hair loss.

**Full Set | 45 KD**

---

**TEA TREE DETOX MOISTURIZING & REPAIR KIT**

his hair treatment kit consists of 3 hair care essentials with tea tree & marula oil to leave hair hydrated, smooth and shiny. Suitable for all hair types.

**Set Contains:**

1. **Tea Tree Moisturizing and Repair Serum - 100ml**
   A luxurious hair serum with a powerful formula that will keep your hair smooth and shiny while protecting it from environmental damage.

2. **Tea Tree Moisturizing and Repair Hair Shampoo - 800ml**
   This shampoo contains a powerful blend Vitamin C & Oleic acid to tame hair & keep it hydrated, in addition to the antifungal & antibacterial properties.

3. **Tea Tree Moisturizing and Repair Hair Mask - 500g**
   This hair mask that repairs damaged & dry hair ends while detoxifying the scalp, giving your hair the optimum level of hydration and freshness.

**Full Set | 30 KD**
La Palm Soap in the form of rose petals for treatment of pedicures and manicures gives you a feeling of comfort and softness, in addition to the aromatic smell, works to remove bacteria and germs and helps to give you a feeling of softness and moisturizing, suitable for daily use, which helps maintain relaxation and comfort.

1 GALLON | 25 KD
La palm sea salt for foot soak contains aloe vera and vitamin E, it gives you a warm aromatic bath that works to treat the feet and helps to soften and break up dead skin cells to remove them easily, and it also works to relax the muscles deeply and perfectly.
Sanding hands and feet from La Palm contains sugar granules for natural exfoliation that provide high efficacy to cleanse and purify the skin, which enhances the elasticity and regeneration of the skin as well as works perfectly to remove deposits and dead cells from the skin, as it helps in activating the process of cell renewal dynamically and a silky texture.

1 Gal | 25 KD
COLLAGEN CREAM MASKE

Foot mask moisturizing and caring for the feet, enriched with Aloe Vera and Vitamin E, gives you perfect hydration all day long and deeply nourishes the skin, it contains essential minerals that renew and revitalize the texture and appearance of the skin, as it is an anti-aging treatment. 1 GALLON | 25 KD

FRAGRANCE FREE
HONEY PEARL
RASPBERRY POMEGRANATE

SWEET LAVENDER DREAMS
VANILLA CAPPUCCINO
TROPICAL CITRUS

MANICURE PEDICURE
PURITY ORGANICS
PURIFYING MASK

Pure Organic Moisturizing Foot and Hand Mask Rich in Lavender, works to remove toxins and stimulate blood circulation, as it relieves tired feet, moisturizes cracked and dry feet, works to renew skin cells and restore its natural luster. 1 GALLON | 40 KD
COLLAGEN SPA KIT

LA PALM COLLAGEN SPA KIT
La Palm pedicure and manicure set gives you a soothing warm bath made with nourishing and moisturizing substances for your skin as it gives you softness and helps to relax the muscles perfectly in just 6 steps.

1 Kit 6 Steps | 4.5 KD
VOLCANO SPA PEDICURE

GREEN TEA & ALOE VERA

HONEY PEARL

LAVENDER ERUPTION

ORANGE NO.5

VOLCANO SPA PEDICURE
The Volcano Manicure and Pedicure Set gives you a soothing warm bath made with nourishing and moisturizing substances for your skin, it gives you softness and helps to relax the muscles perfectly in just 5 steps.

1 Kit 5 Steps | 4.5 KD
Healing Therapy

Massage Lotion

A moisturizing and healing massage lotion with lavender extract, aloe vera and vitamin E that works to restore moisture with pure oils and natural ingredients, leaving the skin silky and smooth all day long, and it also prevents the appearance of wrinkles, making it preserves the skin and its freshness and makes it enjoy vitality.

240 ml | 3.5 KD

Collagen Cream Mask

This Collagen Moisturizing Foot Care Mask is enriched with Aloe Vera and Vitamin E, it provides perfect hydration all day long and deeply nourishes the skin. It contains essential minerals that rejuvenate and revitalize the skin's texture and appearance, as well as an anti-aging treatment.

340 Gm | 5.5 KD
Organic Aroma

Concentrated fragrance oil does not cause any allergies even for those who suffer from fragrance sensitivity, it works to clear the mind, relax the body, moisturize the skin, give it smoothness and freshness improve sleep for those suffering from insomnia improve blood circulation, reduce tension and stress and can be combined with skin creams and waxes and also combine it with other oils.

59 ML | 7.5 KD
La Palm is a dead skin remover that works to remove dead skin in an accurate and easy way, it works on treating dry and cracked skin, and it also restores smoothness and moisture to the feet to give you a smooth and clean feeling throughout the day.

1 GALLON | 25 KD
32 oz | 17.5 KD
**ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL**
100% Pure Isopropyl alcohol cleanses tools and surfaces, as well as prepares nails for manicure and pedicure treatments.

- 1 Galon | 12 KD
- 1 Litre | 4 KD

**Nail Prep La Pond**
Cleansing liquid before nail care such as acrylics nail polish and false nails to give you complete protection for your nails, works to give you a smooth nail surface for perfect application of polish or acrylic.

- 1 Galon | 17.5 KD

**100% ACETONE Polish Remover**
Contains acetone, remove all types of nail polish completely and works to remove acrylic and gel nail polish.

- 1 Gallon | 17.5 KD

**Polish Remover**
Doesn’t contain acetone remove all kinds of polish completely, maintains the health of the nails without causing dryness.

- 1 Litre | 4 KD

**Cool Mist Skin Refresher**
Refreshing and cleaning fluid that remove oils and dirt from the skin to give you fresh long lasting feeling and a healthy looking complexion that lasts all day.

- 1 Galon | 15 KD

**Acetone nail remover**
Contains aceton, remove all types of nail polish completely and works to remove acrylic and gel nail polish.

- 946 ml | 4 KD
Acrylic nail powder from La Palm is not affected by water at all and does not weaken the natural nails. It works to give you nails the way that suits you and works to promote healthy nails, lasts for a long time and gives you an ideal look and a healthy and natural look.
BEAUTY WAY
HAIR SHAMPOO

Hair Treatment Shampoo with Different Extracts from Beauty Way contains moisturizing and softening ingredients that restore vitality and shine to the hair, it also contains natural protein and maintains the natural hair balance for healthy and vibrant hair from roots to ends, perfectly suitable for daily use.

4.2 LITRE | 2.5 KD
THE!
CONDITIONER
THAT WORKS

REAL

COCONUT
HAIR CONDITIONER

4.2 Litre | 3 KD

With Natural Coconut extract come to you from India from totally Organic Farms for you
HAIR MASKS

1000 ML | 2 KD
1500 ML | 3.200 KD
HAIR TREATMENT AVOCADO EXTRACT

Beauty Way Hair Mask to treat damaged, dyed, burnt and dry hair, made of natural ingredients, rich in vitamins and minerals to give you thick, healthy and shiny hair, ideal for strengthening the hair and protecting it from damage, it penetrates into the scalp and repairs and moisturizes it deeply, gives you soft hair and makes it stronger And the shine, suitable for all hair types.

Features:
- Treats hair from damage and split ends
- Maintains moisture and shine to hair
- Helps to thicken hair
- Rich in vitamins and minerals
- Suitable for all hair types

How to use:
- Apply an appropriate amount of mask to clean, damp hair
- Gently distribute it from roots to ends
- Leave it for 5 minutes
- For deep hydration:
- Apply to hair for 15 minutes with a hair steamer.

1000 ml | 8 KD

HAIR TREATMENT JOJOBA EXTRACT

Beauty Way Hair Mask to treat damaged, dyed, burnt and dry hair, made of natural ingredients, rich in vitamins and minerals to give you thick, healthy and shiny hair, ideal for strengthening the hair and protecting it from damage, it penetrates into the scalp and repairs and moisturizes it deeply, gives you soft hair and makes it stronger And the shine, suitable for all hair types.

Features:
- Treats hair from damage and split ends
- Maintains moisture and shine to hair
- Helps to thicken hair
- Rich in vitamins and minerals
- Suitable for all hair types

How to use:
- Apply an appropriate amount of mask to clean, damp hair
- Gently distribute it from roots to ends
- Leave it for 5 minutes
- For deep hydration:
- Apply to hair for 15 minutes with a hair steamer.

1000 ml | 8 KD

HAIR TREATMENT TIEA & VITAMIN E EXTRACT

Beauty Way hair mask for hair treatment with tiea extract and vitamin E is rich in vitamins and minerals to give you thick, healthy and shiny hair, ideal for strengthening hair and protecting it from damage, treats damaged, dyed, burnt, dry, dry and brittle hair, it uses a unique formula that penetrates deep into the roots to give you hair Strong, shiny and healthier, suitable for all hair types.

1000 ml | 8 KD

HAIR TREATMENT MAYONNAISE EXTRACT

Beauty Way Hair Mask to treat damaged, dyed, burnt and dry hair, made of natural ingredients, rich in vitamins and minerals to give you thick, healthy and shiny hair, ideal for strengthening the hair and protecting it from damage, it penetrates into the scalp and repairs and moisturizes it deeply, gives you soft hair and makes it stronger And the shine, suitable for all hair types.

How to use:
- Apply an appropriate amount of mask to clean, damp hair
- Gently distribute it from roots to ends
- Leave it for 5 minutes
- For deep hydration:
- Apply to hair for 15 minutes with a hair steamer.

1000 ml | 8 KD

HAIR TREATMENT SAGE EXTRACT

Beauty Way Hair Mask to treat damaged, dyed, burnt and dry hair, made of natural ingredients, rich in vitamins and minerals to give you thick, healthy and shiny hair, ideal for strengthening the hair and protecting it from damage, it penetrates into the scalp and repairs and moisturizes it deeply, gives you soft hair and makes it stronger and the shine, suitable for all hair types.

1000 ml | 8 KD

HAIR MASK FRAGRANCE FREE

Beauty Way Hair Treatment Hair Mask Fragrance-free Rich in vitamins and minerals to give you thick, healthy and shiny hair, ideal or strengthening hair and protecting it from damage, penetrates into the scalp, restores and moisturizes deeply, gives you soft hair and makes it stronger and more shiny, suitable for all hair types.

1000 ml | 8 KD
**Beauty Way Foot Soak**

Foot Soak Foam with a fragrant scent from Beauty Way works to remove bacteria and germs from the feet and helps to give feet long-lasting softness and moisturizing, suitable for daily use, which helps to maintain the health and comfort of the feet.

It gives you a fragrant scent
Moisturizes and soothes the feet
Prepares the skin for manicures and feet.
Antiseptic formula that removes germs.

1000ml | 4 KD

---

**Foot Mist Spray - Mint**

A disinfectant and disinfectant spray with mint extract from Beauty Way, cools the feet, relieves itching, and helps eliminate foot odor and keep them clean throughout the day.

300ml | 3.5 KD

---

**Roses Extract**
**Honey Extract**
**Raspberry Extract**
**Vanilla Extract**
ORGANIC COLLAGEN WITH HONEY

Natural Plant organic collagen

Contains natural honey that improve skin texture for hands and body after continuous use for at least fourteen days you will feel like your skin becoming younger than you with 20 years less!

For excellent results you it everyday at evening before bed!

NEW !

ORGANIC COLLAGEN HAND & FOOT MASKS

WITH ALMOND

Improving skin of your hand with natural almond oil that came from natural organic sources enhance you hand and foot blood circulation that gives you the best results that you cannot image that it was exists!

10 DAY

of skin REFRESH

Feel like a young baby with fresh skin texture and elasticity you will experience a feelings that never exist before. Try our new creation on your hands & foot every evening and you will became younger 20 years at least, becareful of freshness!

DIFFERENT FEELINGS!

Extreme effect for skin calmness you will experience with our all-new organic collagen skin mask for foot and hand. feel the magic every day after long time work by our lavender skin mask!

Natural salts used to bake up our hand foot scrub

Natural Dried Lavender to added after grinding

Natural lavender oil for smoothing effect to be added to our creams

Natural lavender extract for better smell of our creams
SCRUB

APRICOT WHITENING SCRUB
A whitening scrub for the face and body with apricot extract, an ideal combination for whitening and moisturizing the skin from the first use, it cleanses and removes impurities and excess sebum, leaving the skin smooth and refreshed.

2.5 Kg | 10 KD

APRICOT WHITENING SCRUB
This scrub is a perfect combination of natural extract which clean and removes impurities and extra fats leaving it smooth and refreshed. It works on whitening and moisturizing the areas. You will have an amazing result with a maximum body softness.

2.5 Kg | 10 KD

ORGANIC EXTREME SUGAR SCRUB ALMOND
Beauty Way Hand and Foot Scrub contains sugar granules for natural exfoliation that provide high efficacy to cleanse and purify the skin, which enhances the elasticity and regeneration of the skin as well as works perfectly to remove deposits and dead cells from the skin, as it helps in activating the process of cell renewal dynamically and a silky texture.

2.5 Kg | 10 KD

ORGANIC EXTREME SUGAR SCRUB HONEY
Beauty Way Hand and Foot Scrub contains sugar granules for natural exfoliation that provide high efficacy to cleanse and purify the skin, which enhances the elasticity and regeneration of the skin as well as works perfectly to remove deposits and dead cells from the skin, as it helps in activating the process of cell renewal dynamically and a silky texture.

2.5 Kg | 10 KD

FACE & BODY VITAMIN SCRUB WILDBERRY
A whitening scrub for the face and body with cranberry extract, an ideal combination of whitening and moisturizing the skin from the first use, it cleanses and removes impurities and excess sebum, leaving the skin smooth and refreshed.

500 ml | 2 KD

SPA SALT

CLEANSING SPA SALT HONEY
A natural salt for the body and feet that gives you refreshment and comfort to your feet and your entire body, it has a peeling effect that works to remove dead skin cells from the body and feet, it also kills germs and gets rid of the smell of the feet, and it has a natural cooling effect, as it is a disinfectant and gives you an ideal fragrant smell.

2.5 Kg | 8 KD

CLEANSING SPA SALT ALMOND
A natural salt for the body and feet that gives you refreshment and comfort to your feet and your entire body, it has a peeling effect that works to remove dead skin cells from the body and feet, it also kills germs and gets rid of the smell of the feet, and it has a natural cooling effect, as it is a disinfectant and gives you an ideal fragrant smell.

2.5 Kg | 8 KD
**DIAMOND CRYSTALS SET ACTIVATED CHARCOAL**

Beauty Way Diamond Crystal set with charcoal extract gives you perfect care for your skin, it works to remove accumulations and impurities from the skin as it works to remove dead cells, making your skin look brighter, smoother and flawlessly skin completely.

Set contains:
- Crystal beans - 300 g
- Sugar sanding with charcoal extract - 300 ml
- Sea salt with charcoal extract - 300 ml
- Charcoal Clay Mask - 300 ml
- Moisturizing Body Lotion with Charcoal Extract - 250 ml

1 set | 30 KD

---

**DIAMOND CRYSTALS SET THE OUD WOOD**

Beauty Way The Diamond Crystal set with Oud extract gives you perfect care for your skin, it works to remove accumulations and impurities from the skin as it works to remove dead cells, making your skin look brighter, smoother and completely flawless skin.

Set contains:
- Crystal beans - 300 g
- Sugar scrub with Oud extract - 300 ml
- Sea Salt with Oud Extract - 300 ml
- Clay Mask With Oud Extract - 300 ml
- Moisturizing Body Lotion Oud Extract - 250 ml

1 set | 30 KD

---

**DIAMOND CRYSTALS SET PEARL ROYALTY**

Beauty Way Diamond Crystal set with Pearl extract gives you perfect care for your skin, it works to remove accumulations and impurities from the skin as it works to remove dead cells, making your skin look brighter, smoother and flawlessly skin completely.

Set contains:
- Crystal Diamond - 300 g
- Sugar sanding with Pearl extract - 300 ml
- Sea salt with Pearl extract - 300 ml
- Pearl clay mask - 300 ml
- Moisturizing Body Lotion with Pearl Extract- 250 ml

1 set | 30 KD

---

**DIAMOND CRYSTALS SET THE OUD WOOD**

Beauty Way The Diamond Crystal set with Oud extract gives you perfect care for your skin, it works to remove accumulations and impurities from the skin as it works to remove dead cells, making your skin look brighter, smoother and completely flawless skin.

Set contains:
- Crystal beans - 300 g
- Sugar scrub with Oud extract - 300 ml
- Sea Salt with Oud Extract - 300 ml
- Clay Mask With Oud Extract - 300 ml
- Moisturizing Body Lotion Oud Extract - 250 ml

1 set | 30 KD

---

**DIAMOND CRYSTALS SET PEARL ROYALTY**

Beauty Way Diamond Crystal set with Pearl extract gives you perfect care for your skin, it works to remove accumulations and impurities from the skin as it works to remove dead cells, making your skin look brighter, smoother and flawlessly skin completely.

Set contains:
- Crystal Diamond - 300 g
- Sugar sanding with Pearl extract - 300 ml
- Sea salt with Pearl extract - 300 ml
- Pearl clay mask - 300 ml
- Moisturizing Body Lotion with Pearl Extract- 250 ml

1 set | 30 KD
NAIL ACCESSORIES

Sterilizing solution
For cleansing, disinfecting and as general cleaning solution to be used in hospitals, hotels and homes, provide cooling and soothing effect
250 ML | 3.5 KD

Cuticle Remover
Beauty Way is a liquid for removing dead skin from around the nails, it works to remove dead skin accurately and easily, gives moisture and softness, does not cause dryness and prevents the growth of skin tags again.
1 Litre | 2 KD

Nail Polish Remover
Beauty Way Nail Polish Remover works to remove nail pigment completely, its formula contains pure vegetable oil and Vitamin E that protect nails and cuticles from moisture loss and dryness and also keeps nails well nourished and moisturized.
1 Litre | 2 KD

Callus remover
Beauty Way is a liquid for removing dead skin from around the nails, it works to remove dead skin accurately and easily, gives moisture and softness, does not cause dryness and prevents the growth of skin tags again.
1 Litre | 5 KD
SHOWER GEL

Beauty Way shower gel gives you smooth skin and a fragrant scent that lasts all day.

1000ML | 3.5 KD
MASSAGE OIL

Massage Oil is the perfect way to relax and ease stress at the end of the day. It is an incredible blend of essential and vegetable oils made sooth anxiety and bring emotional balance to the body and mind. The oils sedating and claiming properties, relieve muscles pain and impart a healthy glow on skin.

1000ML | 6 KD
500ML  | 4 KD
WAX BEADS
Natural Hair Removal Wax Beans from Beauty Way is painless on the skin and leaves no traces, anti-allergic, gives you fast results, suitable for hair removal from all over the body.

500 Gm | 3 KD

TRADITIONAL HOT WAX
Beauty Way Natural Wax Mold for Hair Removal with Strawberry, Honey and Herbal Extracts is painless on the skin and does not leave traces, anti-allergic, gives you fast results, suitable for hair removal from all parts of the body, suitable for sensitive skin.

1 KG | 3 KD
BEAUTY WAY
OXIDIZING CREAM

Oxidate hair cream works to lighten hair with great care and perfect shape, it gives you the color you want because it contains oxidants that help change hair from dark to light.

1 LITRE | 3 KD
PURAGE AGELESS PURITY KIT

Detox set extracted from the innovative activated carbon formula that cleans the scalp effectively, removes toxins, air pollution and bacteria, giving you healthy, vibrant and shiny hair, free of silicones, sulfates, parabens and artificial colors.

20 KD

ICY BLUE NO ORANGE PROFESSIONAL KIT

KAIRO set anti-orange for dark-colored hair, its gentle action removes unwanted red and coppery reflections in the hair, it also gives moisture and shine and works to rejuvenate the hair and treat damaged and colored hair.

20 KD

TREASURE OIL SET

A moisturizing and shiny set for dry and lifeless hair that contains a precious formula of five luxurious oils, it also restores the moisture level of the hair without feeling heavy, it helps to give the hair amazing smoothness, leaving the hair shiny and silky to the touch.

4 Pcs Set | 22.5 KD

NO YELLOW PROFESSIONAL KIT

An anti-yellowing set for blonde, bleached or gray hair, its gentle action removes unwanted yellow reflections in the hair, it also gives moisture and shine, works to rejuvenate the hair and treat damaged and colored hair.

20 KD
ACCESSORIES MIAMI

CUTICLE NIPPER
Scissors to arrange nails and remove excess skin easily and safely from around the nails, works to give the nails a tidy and clean appearance, removes excess skin with perfect accuracy, anti-rust, suitable for cutting thin nails and excess nails on the sides. Designed in a scissor shape to provide precision when trimming excess nails and dead skin.

0.5 | 0.6 | 0.7 mm 3.5 KD

FOOT FILE
File for removing dead cells from the feet, it contains two faces and is made of stainless steel designed for wet and dry skin, it also treats rough feet and works to smooth them and make them flexible

3.5 KD

FOOT FILE REFILL PADS GRIT - YELLOW
Disposable strips are designed to smooth cracked and dry feet and heels, and it's easy to apply and remove the refill strips. Strong adhesive keeps the filling in place during use and won't leave any residue after removal.

50 Pcs | 6 KD

HAIR CUTTING SCISSOR
Hair Scissor is specially designed to cut hair accurately and flawlessly. It gives you perfectly sharp and precise edges to cut hair, and it gives you comfortable use.

5.5 inch | 8.5 KD

FOOT FILE REFILL PADS GRIT BLACK
Disposable strips are designed to smooth cracked and dry feet and heels, and it's easy to apply and remove the refill strips. Strong adhesive keeps the filling in place during use and won't leave any residue after removal.

50 Pcs | 6 KD

Nail File Thin
Nail file helps give you precise, tidy and perfect nails. Washable and reusable, it can also be used on artificial and acrylic nails, long lasting.
Available colors: White | Black | Brown

24 Pcs | 3.5 KD

SMOKY PLASTIC FOOT FILE
Miami file for removing dead cells from the feet, it contains two faces, designed for wet and dry skin, it also treats rough feet and works to smooth them and make them flexible

1 Pc | 1.5 KD
**INM ACRYLIC KIT**
120 KD

**INM NAIL CARE**

**THICK NAIL FILE**

**DUET DOUBLE SIDED 100-180 6PK**

**INM SOLO 240-240 12PK**

**DUET DOUBLE SIDED 180-280 6PK**

**SOLO 240-240 12PK**

**SOLO 100-100 12PK**

**SOLO 150-150 12PK**

**INM MIRROR FINISH SHINNERS 8PK**

**DUET DOUBLE SIDED 100-180 6PK**

**READY QUICK DRY SPRAY REFILL**
Nail polish dryer from INM contains Vitamin E and Aloe Vera, works on drying the polish perfectly, suitable for artificial and acrylic nails, dries in 45 - 90 seconds.
42 ML | 35 KD

**OUT THE DOOR NAIL GLUE**
INM False Nails Fast Drying Adhesive Moisture Resistant, Long Lasting Stay In Place Nails, Perfectly Waterproof
3 Gr | 2.5 KD

**ACRYLIC SCULPTING POWDER**
INM Acrylic Nail Powder is not affected by water at all and does not weaken natural nails. It works to give you nails the way that suits you and promotes healthy nails, lasts for a long time and gives you a perfect look and a healthy and natural look.
340 Gr | 35 KD

**N.O.P. LIQUID MONOMER**
INM acrylic liquid nail monomer is not affected by water at all and does not weaken natural nails. It works to give you nails the way that suits you and promotes healthy nails, lasts for a long time and gives you a perfect look and a healthy and natural look.
480 ML | 35 KD

**READY QUICK DRYING SPRAY**
Nail polish dryer from INM contains Vitamin E and Aloe Vera, works on drying the polish perfectly, suitable for artificial and acrylic nails, dries in 45 - 90 seconds.
29 ML | 3.5 KD

**ACRYLIC SCULPTING LIQUID REMOVER**
INM acrylic liquid nails monomer is not affected by water at all and does not weaken natural nails. It works to give you nails the way that suits you and promotes healthy nails, lasts for a long time and gives you a perfect look and a healthy and natural look.
480 ML | 35 KD
SECHE VIVE PROFESSIONAL KIT
Bring your manicure to life with the top coat to set the nail polish. Gives you quick dry nail polish plus full look and perfect shine without the need of UV rays. Suitable for artificial and acrylic nails, it can also be removed with any acetone or non-acetone polish remover, gives you a glossy finish.

20 KD

SECHE RESTORE THINNER
Seche Nail Polish Corrector works to correct color, restore luster and does not reduce shine, consisting of a carefully selected mixture of solvents to replenish damaged or dry nail polish, helps to restore color again with just a few drops.

50 ML | 6 KD

SECHE VITE PROFESSIONAL BASE COAT KIT
A clear base layer before nail polish to completely hide the imperfections of the nails and leave them looking perfect, it contains fine natural and fine crystal layers to fill in the edges and hide the imperfections, leaving the nails with a smooth glass appearance, suitable for artificial and acrylic nails.

20 KD

SECHE VITE PROFESSIONAL TOP COAT KIT
Nail polish fixer gives you long nail polish stability and is also necessary for silly nails or nails that tend to crack easily, this formula gives you penetration through the nail polish to the base layer and form a single solid layer over the nail for a stronger and more stable finish, it does not cause yellowing of the nails and leaves your nails silky. Stronger and resistant to cracking and peeling, it can be used on natural nails and strengthen nails and is also suitable during a pedicure treatment.

20 KD
DISPOSABLE PARAFFIN BOOTS

The thermal effect paraffin wax hand mask enriched with active and natural substances deeply moisturizes the feet while facilitating the absorption of ingredients for a smooth, nourished and protected skin, it also has a comfortable aromatic scent and perfect texture, helps to give you smooth skin and rich in moisture.

24 Pairs | 6 KD

DISPOSABLE PARAFFIN HAND GLOVES

The thermal effect paraffin wax hand mask enriched with active and natural substances deeply moisturizes the hands while facilitating the absorption of ingredients for a smooth, nourished and protected skin, it also has a comfortable aromatic scent and perfect texture, helps to give you smooth skin and rich in moisture.

6 Pairs | 6 KD

Available Flavours:
- Peach
- Lavender
- Rose

BEAUTY WAY PARAFFIN HEATER

Beauty Way paraffin wax melter, suitable for home and salon use, contains heat control system, transparent non-heat lid and rust-proof container, easy to clean and use.

Device | 12 KD
TERMIX BRUSH
LIME PACK
A brush containing high-performance ionic fibers for superior quality long-lasting hairstyles prevents breakage and frizz. Thanks to the ceramic technology, the temperature is maintained and distributed evenly, which reduces drying time and improves the duration and quality of the hair.
1 PC | 25 KD

TERMIX EVOLUTION PLUS BRUSH
1 PC | 5 KD

EVOLUTION XL HAIR BRUSH PACK
These brushes are specially designed to care for all types of hair that are most vulnerable to damage or brittleness. They contain a unique blend of high performance ionic fibers, more elastic and delicate, making them ideal for shaping hair, easy to use, suitable for home and salon use.
5 PCs PACK | 40 KD

TERMIX EVOLUTION HAIR BRUSH PACK
Termix hair brushes combine ceramic technology with ionic fibers, giving you a high-performance quality for high-quality, long-lasting hairstyles that prevent breakage and frizz. Thanks to the ceramic technology, the temperature is maintained and distributed evenly, reducing drying time and improving the duration and quality of the hair.
5 PCs PACK | 35 KD

TERMIX EVOLUTION SPECIAL CARE PACK
Specially designed to care for the most damaged or brittle hair, these brushes contain a unique blend of high performance ionic fibers, more elastic and delicate, making them ideal for shaping hair, easy to use, suitable for home and salon use.
4 PC | 35 KD

TERMIX XL HAIR BRUSH PACK
These brushes are specially designed to care for all types of hair that are most vulnerable to damage or brittleness. They contain a unique blend of high performance ionic fibers, more elastic and delicate, making them ideal for shaping hair, easy to use, suitable for home and salon use.
5 PC | 40 KD

TERMIX CERAMIC IONIC KIT
Termix hair brushes combine ceramic technology with ionic fibers, giving you a high-performance quality for high-quality, long-lasting hairstyles that prevent breakage and frizz. Thanks to the ceramic technology, the temperature is maintained and distributed evenly, reducing drying time and improving the duration and quality of the hair.
5 PC | 35 KD
**Salon Trolley White Red**
A portable and multi-use salon trolley from Beauty Way that fits perfectly in salons or spas, helps to store and carry items with ease, as it contains drawers stand for blow-dryers and hair brushes, as well as easy to move and move.

- Made of plastic.
- It contains 6 drawers.
- Includes a blow dryer.
- It contains 4 wheels.
- It has a lock to store things

80 cm | 40 KD

**Portable 2 in 1 Facial/Hair Steamer**
Facial and hair steamer gives you an integrated treatment that helps to cleanse the skin and strengthen the hair follicles perfectly and accurately.

20 KD

**Salon Trolley Black**
A portable and multi-use salon trolley from Beauty Way that fits perfectly in salons or spas, helps to store and carry items with ease, as it contains drawers stand for blow-dryers and hair brushes, as well as easy to move and move.

80 cm | 35 KD

**Coloring Trolley Black**
Salon trolley suitable for carrying items of hair coloring and hair treatments, portable and versatile from Beauty Way, perfectly fits salons or spas, helps to store and carry items with ease, easy to move and move.

25 KD

**Hair Dryer Stand Table**
Lightweight base, designed to hold thermal hair styling devices, such as hair dryers, straighteners and curlers, and enables easy access and use, made of durable acrylic material, which fixes hair styling devices without being damaged by exposure to heat.

6.5 KD
Fahaheel Branch
Ajial Mall
Fahahil BLock 7
66837395

Salmiya Showroom
Dana Center
Salim almubarak street
Salmiya Block 10
60701331

Salons department : 51726260
Human resources : 92245419
Whatsapp : 60701331
beautica_cosmetics_kuwait
www.beautica-cosmetics.com